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Dealer Bish's RV - Longview
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Email: import237739@rvpostings.com

Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2024 Jayco Jay Flight 331BTS, Jayco Jay Flight travel trailer 331BTS highlights:
Private Bunkhouse Kitchen Island Outside Kitchen Front Private Bedroom Booth
Dinette Take the whole crew with you in this travel trailer! The rear private
bunkhouse is big enough to house all of the kiddos with a set of 38" x 73" bunk
beds, a 27" x 74" bunk above a booth dinette, and an entertainment center. You
will have your own privacy with the front private bedroom with a queen bed that
has wardrobes on either side for your clothes. Keep everyone squeaky clean with
the radius shower in the full bathroom, and their bellies full with the fully equipped
kitchen which has a three burner cooktop, kitchen island, hutch, and a
gas/electric refrigerator. Enjoy your meals and games at the booth dinette then
transform it into an extra sleeping space, plus you can transform the jackknife
sofa into one too! These Jayco Jay Flight travel trailers have been a family
favorite for years with their lasting power and superior construction. An
integrated A-frame and magnum truss roof system holds them together. When
you tow one of these units you're towing the entire unit and not just the frame.
With dark tinted windows, you have more privacy and safety. The vinyl flooring
throughout will be easy to clean and maintain too. Come find your favorite model
today!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 77718
VIN Number: 1UJBC0BT2R1760252
Condition: New
Length: 37
GVW: 9995
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 2

Item address Longview, Texas, United States
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